
Subject: Request to attend HPC + AI Wall Street 2023  
Dear [Manager Name],  
I’m writing to request approval to attend HPC + AI Wall Street 2023, taking place in New York 
City, September 26–27. HPC + AI Wall Street showcases market-ready innovations in HPC, 
Data Management, AI, and Quantum Computing that enable growth, new revenue streams, and 
competitive advantages. This leading conference and exhibition has been highlighting 
successful use cases, showcasing thought leaders, providing world-class technology from 
industry pioneers, and driving next-generation advancements in FinTech and Capital Markets for 
20+ years. 
With several hundred business and IT professionals attending, HPC + AI Wall Street 2023 is the 
ideal place to collaborate with FinServ thought leaders and learn about bleeding-edge 
technology innovations and best practices from executives, technology experts, customers, and 
partners. I’ll have access to sessions, demos, and lightning talks that cover topics spanning 
from leveraging Exascale for FinServ, to workable data management/data fabric strategies, 
to the latest techniques on integrating GPT from LLM experts, along with other pertinent 
subjects that are directly relevant to my role and our company.  
My main goals in attending HPC + AI Wall Street 2023 are to gain insights into approaches that 
propel organizations into market-leadership positions, expand my expertise, and learn about the 
latest HPC, Data Management, AI, and Quantum Computing solutions that will add value to our 
organization. These sessions are of key importance:  

1. [Session name]  
2. [Session name]  
3. [Session name]  

The conference takes place at InterContinental Times Square New York. Attendance is free, and 
travel to NYC usually costs [average flight price]. There is a special attendee rate of $349 per 
night for accommodations at the conference hotel, subject to availability when booking. For 
more information about HPC + AI Wall Street 2023, visit www.hpcaiwallstreet.com.  
By attending HPC + AI Wall Street 2023 I will learn how other leaders in Financial Services are 
solving their most pressing technology challenges — including those that may threaten security/
encryption — and I will leverage those insights to advance our organization. I can review the 
schedule of sessions with you so we can develop a customized agenda that matches our 
priorities.  
Thank you for considering this request.  
Best regards, [NAME]  


